
YW Photo Scavenger Hunt 
Rules: #1- Every girl has to be in every photo for it to count. #2- Must arrive back at the church no later than 7:45pm. #3- Leaders may 

assist in directing photos, but the Young Women should lead…meaning if you need/want a stranger to be in your photo a YW should 

respectfully ask the stranger to participate, not a leader. #4- HAVE FUN! THE SILLIER THE PICTURE, THE BETTER! 

 

Names of the girls in this group:____________________________________________________________ 

 

�  Human Pyramid with at least 6 people = 15 pts  

(get an extra 10pts for making a pyramid with at least 10 people)  

�  Doing the hula, everyone wearing their flower lei = 5 pts 

�  Doing a service for someone = 20 pts 

�  Everyone wearing sunglasses = 10 pts 

�  Everyone wearing red shoes = 10 pts 

�  Everyone doing the “peace” sign with at least two strangers = 15 pts 

�  Everyone either in or pushing a shopping cart = 10 pts 

�  Making “pretend” snow angels = 5 pts 

�  Everyone in the same shower (fully clothed please!) = 10 pts 

�  Everyone wearing a cowboy hat = 10 pts 

�  Everyone jumping in the air (you all have to be in the air in the pic) = 10 pts 

�  Playing some kind of sport with a ball = 10 pts  

�  Make a human chain to slide down a slide at a playground = 10 pts 

�  Find and take a picture with one of the Young Women value words on a billboard, shop sign, or 

marquee = 10 pts 

�  Walk through the drive-up at a fast food restaurant = 10 pts 

�  Sing a carol (any hymn) to a ward member on their doorstep = 20 pts 

�  Do pushups = 5 pts 

�  Spell out the letters “YW” only using your bodies = 5 pts 

�  Find a license plate from somewhere other than Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Florida, Michigan, or Utah = 15 pts  

�  Play “pretend” air guitar = 5 pts 

�  Pretend to sing into a hairbrush (every girl has to have a brush) as if it were a microphone = 10 pts 

�  Doing handstands = 5 pts 

�  Dance the macarena in a public place = 20 pts  

(get an extra 10 pts if you get some strangers to join in with you)  

�  Petting a dog(s) = 10 pts 

�  Swapping to wear an article of something (shoes, shirt, jacket, scarf, etc.) from another girl in 

your group = 10 pts 

�  Dress at least one girl up as a princess (has to be wearing a dress and some sort of crown) = 15 pts  

(get an extra 5 pts for ever girl that dresses up like a princess)  

�  BONUS POINTS: Give a Book of Mormon away to a non-member = 50 pts 

In order for your points to count you have to arrive back at the church no later than 7:45pm  


